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About This Content

Experience survival horror from a new perspective with The Evil Within: The Assignment. This is the first of a two-part,
story driven experience where players take on the role of detective Juli Kidman, Sebastian Castellanos’ mysterious partner, in a
concurrent story that looks to answer some of the questions surrounding her whereabouts during The Evil Within. Along the

way she will encounter disturbing new enemies, discover new mysteries, and uncover new horrors. The Assignment gives fans of
The Evil Within the perfect opportunity to discover detective Kidman’s hidden motivations and her mysterious connection to

Mobius, the shadowy group thought to be behind the gruesome events of The Evil Within.
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Title: The Evil Within: The Assignment
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tango Gameworks
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 SP1/Windows 8.1

Processor: i7 or an equivalent with four plus core processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 460 or equivalent 1 GB VRAM card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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A very difficult yet fun puzzle game. I would only recommend this to players who enjoy puzzle games, because it's pretty
difficult, and takes some time. Also, the game is fairly short. Once you beat it, there isn't really any replay-ability in this game.
Overall, I would recommend this to people who love puzzle games, but otherwise, not really worth it.. Very enjoyable and
satisfying game with excellent music. It may seem dull at first because it starts off very easy but stick with it and as you level up
and face tougher foes it becomes a lot more challenging but never frustratingly so. I think the difficulty balance is just right. I
highly recommend this if you like these type of games.. This is exactly what it says it is and looks like. Every word in the short
blurb up there is completely true. There's a generous demo available.

But what you can't see from the screenshots is that the sound design and music are both excellent.. Poor Mans latino Max Payne.

El Matador is a third person shooter which takes place in Colombia. You play as Victor a DEA agent sent to Colombia to fight
the crime on drugs.

The story is as plain and by the numbers as it seems. It hits all cop movie cliches and twists them in it's favor and it actually
makes El Matador into a very charming game.

As stated in the title the game is a massive Max Payne rip off. The gameplay is a very clear rip off of Max Payne. Everything
from Bullet time jumping and dodging bullets comes back in this game, so if you played Max Payne you know what you can
expect out of this game.

El Matador is also full of bugs and glitches throughout. The game is rather old (10 years old if you're wondering) and it really
shows it age. The textures pop in frequently, the character models look dead and the lip syncing is absolutely hilarious at some
moments. The voice acting is also really really bad which adds to the charm.

The shooting is rather stiff and cover proves rather useless so what you mostly want to do is keep running and jumping so you
can avoid gunfire.

The game is also rather short. There's only 6 chapters in the game and it takes 2 hours to finish all of it. After the first initial
playthrough there is no replay value. For this game however being short actually helped it out a lot as the game is rather clumsy
and the longer it went on the more flaws appeared.

The game is also kind of difficult. In a lot of the stages you fight in very open areas and you actually don't understand where
some of the gunfire is coming from.
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The game also has one of the worst endings I have ever seen, so don't get your hopes up for an amazing explosion filled finale.

In the end do I recommend El Matador ? Weirdly enough yes. It's cheap and provides you a solid 2 hours of blasting Colombian
cartels in the face.

Final Rating:
7\/10

Pros:
+ Pretty Fun
+ Hilarious Cop cliches do wonders for the story

Cons:
- Graphics are horrendous and so is the voice acting
- Rather stiff gunplay mechanics
- Terrible Ending. Very hard.4/10 for graphics. It's a good game. Recommended. this game has bad meta reviews, but it's really
not that bad. It's a fun little indie-game that brings back memories of early to mid 90's side-scrolling shoot-em-ups
. This remind me of my childhood
Epic flight controls
Even tho story's not pretty good, most of the missions are still unique and quite challenging.
The best thing about this game is its FREAKING MUSIC!!
Kobayashi's musics are awesome since the formal Ace combat series. You all might quite recognize the music "Zero" from PS4
Ace Combat Zero and yet in this AC 7, the musics are still awesome as before.

Overall Review:
Graphic : 8/10
Game play : 8/10
Story : 6/10
Music : 10/10
Multiplayer : Still having a lot of player base at the moment but doubt it is going to decrease in a couple of months.. Fun way to
kill some time, as well as quite a few other things. A bit glitchy, but I found nothing that really hampered gameplay. Mostly just
funny things you take screenshots of. Storyline isn't the best... But then you get a rocketlauncher with an endless ammo buff.
The art isn't bad. the challenges are challenging. The level design is pretty good. I do recomend this game, despite its flaws.. its
the worst game ive ever played i wanna kill it
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ได้โปรด. Winged cloud game
get the patch. First off, this is not for everyone. Try the demo as they have suggested.

I'll start with the basic con: As a starter pack, it is a bit basic at the moment, so I can't wait to see how they expand. All the maps
are flat, with no mountains or folliage supplied to you, with basic scripts. The more you know how to modeling, makeing
images\/textures, music, sounds, and can script, the more you will get from this.

That said...

I have been messing with a small game with a few simple maps and unit types with positive results. I've been able to import
some random meshes I found on the web to see how it works, and have imported my own music and images into it. The price
now for "as is" might be a little high, so I'm looking forward to updates.

If you really are second gussing, go to their forums and read it. It's not complex, but it's not exactly plug and play. But aren't any
systems like this that way? You have to be willing to put in effort into it yourself to learn the ins-and-outs.. mediocre at best.
Enjoyed it. I wish that they will open all doors someday. 10/10. Neat game but kind of annoying you cant really view your
display as a whole without playing it. Wish it wasnt such a pain to try and see whats happening. Also it would be nice to have
more options for music though you can import your own so its not so bad. Not much in the way of content as well however I
would still recommend it if you like making a fireworks display and just clicking mindless like on a game for a few hours.. I
couldn't get over the pathfinding issue and my character getting stuck at spots. Refunded because of that. Not many gripes other
than the pathfinding issue and unresponsive clicks after getting stuck. Read the reviews and I urge you to try it. You can always
refund it if you cannot get over the pathfinding issue like me.. Pretty simple fun game. Sounds get quite reppetitive and
obnoxious and it would certainly help if there was a mouse sensitivity slider. I can barely play the game because the ingame
sensitivity is too high for my mouse.

Playstyle while leaning feels weird when you turn. I can see how it was programmed but I'm certain there is a better way around
that! (Looking at you dev). This game is quite noice. As far as my knowledge of 2d platformers go, this is very well done.

The graphic style, which is something I value highly, is very "unique". There might be others like this but I have never seen
them. It seems very chalky or sketched or coloured, and the cutscenes show this off very nicely.

The music is also something I really enjoy in a game. Although the music fits very well with the game, I am not a very big fan of
it, It seems a bit bland. But as I said, gets you in the mood.

As for the actual platforming it feels very slick, but it is unfortunate that there is no controller support as this would make
jumping and moving much easier. You use wasd with lmb for attack and rmb or shift for character special moves.

The boss battles in this game are executed very nicely. They have a small range of attacks but each are extremely different to
one another and are very difficult to avoid the first time you fight them. The health is a decent amount, not too much but enough
to seem a challenge.

The different weapons in the game are a nice touch and each are good for different things in different stages. Some feel very
nice to play with but some seem a bit hard to master  like the bubble gun or the bazooka as they are a bit slow.

The storyline is very simple but it doesn't really matter as the game is more focused on completing the stages quickly. The
characters you unlock throughout are really nice and include a bit more "oomph" to the game and each include a nice challenge.

Overall, I would give this a 4\/5, great for what it is worth, a few dollars (or pounds for me) and is extremely entertaining.
However, it is not for everyone. :)
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